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ABSTRACT
A multi-mode paging system and method of
paging an individual through one of a plurality of paging
mechanism for each
mechanisms. All indication of a
is
a memorv device. When
individual to be
an input is received from a user to
the individual, a
control processor retrieves the
of a paging mechanism for the individual to be paged and detennines which of
the
of
mechanisms is to be utilized to
the
may be
system, a wide area
as a cellular telephone. A.n
autodialer may be remotely located and connected
a
wireless link to the processor, or the system may dial out
using a wireless subscriber unit.
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MULTI-MODE PAGING SYSTEM

and a control processor that selects an
mechanism for each individual to be
mechanism includes an onpremises wireless
transmitter for transmitting a wide
area pager number or cellular
number to a wireless
receiver that is connected to a means for dialing
call to the wide area pager or cellular
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BACKC:rROlJND OF THE INVENTION
1. Technical Field of the Invention
This invention relates to radio paging systems and, more
lkllU1CU,,,"V, to a multi-mode
system that
one of a plurality of

or notify custom'-'1l<UUI.H~. hospitals may
ers
customers to
page for doctors, and restaurants may
notify them when their table is ready. In
context of the
restaurant
a customer is
greeted by a hostess
customer that
period for
who informs
a table, and
the customer
The
a control number associated with it, and
hostess enters the control number, either manually or
controller. When the customer's
this information to the
controller. '[11C controller instructs a low power,
transmitter to page the pager with the
control
number. The customer's pager then notifies the customer
an audio, visual, or vibratory indication that the
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'There are several
with the
onI-'"'.HHO'O paging system. First.
customer wanders too
far away from the
transmitter, the pager may
not receive the
Thus, the customer may miss the
indication that
is ready if he has to go to his car in
the parking lot. Second, restaurants have a mctior problem
pagers. Some
with loss and breakage of the
customers steal the
while others
with them after
among themselves that
want to wait for a table. Other pagers are lIC1U[<'l!C;U
are
or otherwise mistreated
tomers.
of a solution to the
There are no known prior art
aforementioned
and shortcoming such as that
of
disclosed herein. In order to overcome the
systems, it would be advcmtasystem that ",llprhvplv
pages an individual
one of a plurality of
mechanisms. Such a system would decrease the restaunmt's
reliance on
pagers, and would provide greater
flexibility and roaming range to waiting customers. The
present invention
such a system.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
60

In one aspect, the present invention is a multi-mode
paging system that
pages an individual
one of a
mechanisms. 'Ihe system
includes a frrst
mechanism comprising an on-premises radio
transmitter for paging on-prea
mechanism comprising
out a telephone call to wide area pagers or

the present invention is directed to a
system that selectively pages an indian on-premises pager, a wide area pager. or
a cellular
When dialing out a
munber
for the wide area pager or cell ular telephone, the
include a wireless communication link from
processor to a modem and autodialer located near a telephone interface. The telephone interface may be
to
the system
a
line or a facsimile line.
may utilize a wireless subscriber unit to place a wireless call
to the wide area pager or cellular telephone.
In another aspect. the present invention is directed to a
method of selectively
an individual
one of a
of
The
storing in a memory device, an indication
mechanism for each individual to be paged. When an
is received from a user to page the individual, a control
processor retrieves the indication of a paging mechanism for
the individual to be
and determines which of the
plurality
mechcmisms is to be utilized to page the
individual.
is
paging the individual tlrrough
an on-premises paging system
determining that the
utilized to page the
paging system is to
individual;
the individual
a wide area
system upon
that the wide area
is to be utilized to page the individual; or
individual on a telephone upon determining that the telephone is to be utilized to page the individual. Ifthe telephone
is utilized, a
message may be
after the
individual answers the
The steps
the
individual through a wide area paging system and calling the
individual on a
may include relaying the wide area
'''''"PlIUI.'t;; number from the processor to

65

The invention will be better understood and its numerous
to those
objects and advantages will become more
skilled in the art
reference to the
drawings, in
with the
specification, in which:
of the preferred
FIG. 1 is a simplified block
embodiment of the system of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a functional block
of a modem and
interfaces in the preferred embodiment of the system of the
present invention;
FIGS. 3A and 3B are a flow chart illustrating the steps of
a main process
in the method of the present
invention;
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a
of the
algorithm in the
performed by a
present invention;
FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a dial-out
page routine performed in the method of the present invention; and
FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating the steps of a voiceprompt recording routine performed in the method of the
present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

place wireless calls
In this case, the wireless
area pagers or cellular
transmitter 30, wireless
receiver 40, and modeml
ADU/PSTN/PLMN interface 15 are not
The processor functional block 11
dom Access Memory (SRAM) 18 for
ables and the protocol stack; a
19 for storing an executable
20 for keeping the time
an
configuration data; Input/Output
resources 22 to interface to the display 12, keypad 13,
interface 14, and wireless
transmitter 30; and
oscillators 23 for both the R'Ie 20 and the processor.
The radio interface 14 may be a wired or wireless interface which. in the preferred embodiment, connects the
transmitter 24.
processor 11 to the
the processor may be
located from
IWC111H,;' and the transmitter, and may be connected to
the transmitter 24 via the wireless relay transmitter 30, the
wireless relay receiver 40, and the modem 15; by the RS232
interface 16, or by the LAN interface 17. In this
and telephone
tion, II) numbers for
telephones may
numbers for wide area pagers and
be entered at the
and
communicated to
the control processor. Additionally, tasks snch as '-''''''''!O'''I:'O
the system setup or
mode can be

The present invention is a multi-mode
system and
method. When installed in a premises such as a restaurant,
the system enables the restaurant owner to page customers
who are
for a table using either the customer's
cellular
their wide-area pager, or an
to the customer
the restaurant. If the
pager
customer
a cellular telephone or wide-area pager, a
hostess enters either the customer's cellular telephone number or their wide-area
number in a control
and receives an
number in response.
customer does not have a cellular lI';1'C1'llUl1'-'
pager is
pager, an
puter includes an RS232 interface for
systems such as a seating management system,
for
out to the customer's cellular
or their wide-area pager
number.
a restaurant owner or hostess greets customers
near the front of the restauat a stand or lectem
rant.
often, the stand or lectem is not
an available Public Switched
Network
Public Land Mobile Network (PUvIN) interface such as a
phone jack. In one embodiment of the present invention, as
of the present
discussed in further detail below, the
invention does not
a
at the stand or
or cellular
lectem to page the customer's wide-area
'O;O""l>J"Ul.'IO. In this embodiment, a wireless
transmitter
transmits the number
of the customer's
pager or cellular telephone to a
receiver connected to a modem/Automatic
connected to a PSTN/PI.MN interface
receiver,
in
part of the restaurant. The wireless
modemlADU. and PSTN/PLMN interface may be located,
for
in an office in the back of the restaurant, and
may utilize any
phone line in the restaurant to call
numthe customer's wide-area pager or cellular
ber.
the system uses a
phone line such
as a fax line so that the restaurant's primary telephone line
is not
by calls
made to page customers.
restaurants without a
greeter's station may utilize a
to place wireless calls to the customer's wide-area
pager or cellular telephone.
FIG. 1 is a simplified block
embodiment of the multi-mode paging system
present invention. The system is a pn)ce:SS()f-IDa
unit in which a
11 is connected to a
such as an LCD
a
input device 13, a radio
14, an RS232 serial interface 16, a Local Area
transmitter 30,
interface 17, a wireless
a Wireless Subscriber Unit
50. The
may be, for
a 4 line by 16 character
input
may be, for
a
5-row membrane switch. The radio interface 14
interfaces
processor with an on-premises RF transmitter
(AM and narrow band FM) 24 utilized to page VH-'H~HHO',O
pagers 27. The RS232 serial interface 16
be utilized to
connect the processor to other systems
as a
9. The LAN interface 17 may be
as a
or altemative
from the processor to the
transmitter 24. The wireless
transmitter 30 may be utilized to
a wireless connection from the processor to a wireless
receiver 40
and a modeml ADU/PSTN/PLMN interface 15 in restaurants
that do not have a
near the
station. The
restaurant may optionally utilize the WSU 50 to
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transmitter implements a RF
of AM and FM n"'>r~j,nn
source and a modulator
along with a power
described below, the processor controls the multi-mode
individual customers
transmitter 24 and an
on-premises
the modem/ADU/PSTN/PLMN
interfi:lce 15
a wide area pager 28, or
the modeml
ADU/PSTN/PLMN interface and a cellular telephone 29. In
this
the wireless
transmitter 30 and
receiver 40 implement a RF source and modulator
of AM and FM operation.
FIG.2 is a functional block
PSTN/PLMN interface 15 in the
embodiment of
the system of the present
The modemlADUI
PSTN/PLMN interface includes an
PSTN/Central
Office
termination 31, a Dual Tone Multiple Frequency
and generator 32, a Call Progress tone
33,
purpose user tone
34, a voice detector 35, a voice
Level Data Link
interface 36. a modem 37 with
Control (HDLC) coder/decoder
and a
interface 43 which interfaces with the wireless
receiver 40.
computer
which utilizes a serial processor interlace 39 to interface with the
processor 11. In this case, the wireless
receiver 40
receives the customer
number from the wireless
relay transmitter, and reformats the data for acceptance by
the UART. Preferably, the modemlADU/PSTN/PLMN interface has
44 so that the PLMN
interface unit can
device such as the processor.
PSTN/PLMN interface is equipped
the interface to detect a
a connection is obtained.
The modem/ADU/PSTN/PLMN interface may also connect to a voice __ 'H-..... '" and playback device 41. The voice
device stores and
back on
recording and
of
announcements
demand, one of a

1

5
utilized when the system
their
'111e
cellular
send an announcement number along with the ''''',,~.h''.n''
number. The announcement number may be randomly
the restaurant manager, The
selected or may be selected
announcement may include a
for the customer, or it
may instruct the customer to
that the message has
been received, and that the customer is
to the
hostess station, For example. the customer may press the
number "I" if they are proceeding to the hostess station, or
press the number "2" if they no
desire the table,
modeml AI )U/PSTN/PI.MN
the
DTMF tone and informs the processor of the result.
The PSTN/CO tennination 31 connects to a phone line 42
and
proper
current control as well as overintrusion detection when another
tries to seize the same line,
cmd
ring
tion. forward and reverse loop current detection and surge
protection, The phone line 42 may be a primary telephone
telephone line such as a facsimile line,
line or a
The IHMF detectors and generators 32
a full
with correct twist and cadence
matrix of sixteen tone
detection for automatic dialing, The call progress tone
detector 33
standard as well as user-definable
The modem 37
all standard
BEl J and ISO, from 300 to 2400 baud,
FIGS, 3A and 313 are a flow chart illustrating the steps of
a main process performed in the method of the present
invention, From a powered off state to a
on state,
or after a reset at step 51, the system executes an initializato ensure proper
First the procestion
initialsor timers. I/O interfaces and
ized followed
the display and
At step 52. the
initialization,
non-volatile memory is checked for
and if none is detected, the
moves to step 53 where
default
in the program memory 21
are written to the non-volatile memory 19. If the non-volatile
deflmlt
are loaded,
memory is initialized, or
the
moves to step 54 where the
variables
from the non-volatile memory,
any other
are
initialized data is
set to default values. Following
these operations, the RF section is initialized and checked
for proper operation at 55 and then
1ll a
transmitter and
mode at 56, At step 57, the wireless
receiver are initialized and checked fiJr proper operation and
in stand
mode. At step 58. the PSTN interf1clce
then
is
and then placed in an ON-HOOK condition
monitoring the presence of a phone line.
The system then
several
to implement a
user inter±1clce with
12
the keypad
initialization from a powered orr
device 13. After
state, the display
a prompt at step 59 for the user
then
to make an entry on the keypad. At step 61. the
mode. At 62,
the clock
and a default
U"'ICI111111C;U whether or not the user presses a selection
If not, the process indicates another prompt for the user
to make an entry, If a key is pressed, the process moves to
step 63 and gets the keypad
fLmctions:
The
indicates the

6
-continued

Function

09

N llmeric entry
Enters the user programming mode
Used to designate a cell phone page

SETUP

CELL

Function

P(;'R
VVAP
STAFF
CLEAR
ENTER
FI-F4

l~;sed

to designate an on-premises page
Csed to designate a wide area page
Switches to
mode
emrent dala
entered
Accepts data being entered
Special function keys
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The
function
their function is modal --,"_ .. _...0
mitter and what n.mction is
and second,
the display indicates on the last row above each key what
function the key represents,
The process then moves to FIG. 313, step 64 where it is
determined whether the user
an
page.
If so, the process moves to step 65 where a pager identification number for an
pager is entered and
stored, The control processor then
an index number
for the
Later, when the user enters the
the
(FIG. 4) is
pager. If the user did not
page at 64. the process moves to step
request an
66 where it is determined whether the user
that
system setup be
If so, the process moves to step
67 where a setup routine is perfom1Cd. If the user did not
moves to step 68
request
setup at 66. the
where it determined whether
user requested to enter a
teJlep,llcme number. If so, the process moves
,,, .... 1''''',,... number is entered and an
Later, when the user enters the
assigned index
the paging algorithm is called and
utilized to call the wide area
telephone number
supplied,
If the user did not request a wide area page at 68, the
process moves to step 70 where it is detemlined whether the
to enter a cellular telephone number. If so. the
process moves to step 71 where the telephone number is
entered and an index number is
Later, when the
user enters the index number. the
is called
and utilized to call the cellular 'lel1e1'11U11"
The index llLunbers
be set up many ways. For
may be allocated for onexample. blocks of
premises pagers, wide area pagers, and cellular telephones.
In an exemplary scenario, the index numbers are allocated as
follows:

50

Index Number

55

60

Keys

Keys

65

1-250
251500
501750
751-999

Allocalion
011-Premises Pagers
\Vide Area Pagers
Cellular 'Telephones
Future Use

Ifthe user did not request to call a
at 70,
the process moves to
72 where it is detemlined whether
the user has switched
mode. If so, the process
moves to step 73 where it is determined whether the user
to switch the
mode to PAGER. If so. the
process moves to step 74 cmd switches the display mode to
PAGER. If not, the process moves to step 75 and switches
the
mode to GUEST. The keypad then returns to the
state at 76
further user entries. If the

1

7

8

user did not switch the
mode at step 72. the process
moves to step 77 where a
prompt
routine
6) is perfonned.
FIG. 4 is a flow chart
the steps ped(lrnled by
the
in the
of the present invention.
The
algorithm is entered at step 81 when the user
number. At step 82, a
Mode is retrieved
from memory
the index number entered
the user.
if the user enters an index lllUllber in the range
For
1-250, the retrieved Page Mode indicates an VU-I.H<OUU"O'
pager; if the user enters an index nlUllber in the range
25 I 500, the retrieved
Mode indicates a wide area
pager; if the user enters an index l1LUllber in the
501-750, the retrieved
Mode indicates a cellular
phone.
Mode
At step 83, it is detennined whether the
indicates an
pager. I f so, the process moves to
84 where the n"_n,,,,nn,
RF transmitter 24 is initialand the
page is transmitted. The process is
then complete. and the keypad then returns to the
poll state at 85. If the Page Mode did not indicate an
moves to step 86 where
at 83, the
it
determlned whether
Mode indicates a wide
area pager. If so, the process moves to step 87 where the
is retrieved
stored telephone nnmber for the wide area
from memory. At step 88, the wireless
transmitter is
number Illr the wide area
initialized and the stored
pager is transmitted. The stored
number for the
wide area pager is received
the wireless relay receiver at
step 89. The dial-out page routine
5) is performed at
step 90
dial-out page mode Wide Area
If the
Mode did not indicate a wide area
the process moves to step 91 where it is determlned
the Page Mode indicates a cellular
process moves to step 92 where the
telephone number
for the cellular telephone is retrieved from memory. At step
93, the wireless
transmitter is initialized and the stored
'<O"~pLLUL.L" number
the cellular phone is transmitted. The
'~"~fHi,a,~ number for the cellular
is received
receiver at step 94.
dial-out page
nf'rtn,rlTHY] at step 95 utilizing dial-out
Mode did not indicate a
'''L'CWLVLL<O at 91, the process moves to step 96 where
then returns to the
poll state.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart
the steps of the dial-out
n"~I",r~,,,rl in the method of the present invenpage routine is entered at step 101, and at
step 102, the modem is reset, and the call
tone
At
detector 33 and the user tone detectors 34 are
step 103, it is detennined whether or not a telephone line is
seized. If so, the process waits for a line to become
If not, the process moves to step 104 and seizes a
line and passes the
number to be dialed to the
routine.
At step 105, it is detennined whether the
Mode is
Wide Area
(WAP). If so, the process moves to step 106
where the DTMF tones for the
1111# is sent. At step
107, CIT Detect and
Detect are
to deterIf not, the
mine whether the call
been
process returns to step 106 and continues to send the DTMF
string 1111#. If the call has been terminated, the process
moves to step 108 where it is determined whether or not the
call is an
calL If the call is
the
process moves to step 109 where a retry counter is incremented. At step 111, it is detennined whether or not the retry
count is less than an allowed number of retries. If so, the
process returns to step 102 and attempts the process again.

If the
the allowed number of retries, the
process is
an error code=1 is returned at 112.
If it is determined at step 105 that the
Mode is not
WAP, the process moves to step 113 where it is determined
whether the Page Mode is PHONE. If so. a pre-recorded
announcement is sent at step 114. The
announcement may be a voice announcement that, for
welcomes the customer to the restaurant and
informs them that their table is ready. Alternatively, the
announcement may be a text message that is sent to the
customer's
cellular telephone where the message is
system may store several
messages, and may select a message at random, or may playa
message
by the restaurant manager.
At step 115, CIT Detect and
Detect are pelrionnedto
determine whether the call has been
process returns to step 114 and continues to
recorded announcement. 'Tbe announcement
message for a predefined time
30 seconds. If the eall has been terminated, the proeess
moves to step 116 where it is determined whether or not the
call is an
calL If the call is
the
proeess moves to step 109 where a retry counter incremented, At step 111, it is determined whether or not the retry
count is less than an allowed number of retries. If so, the
process returns to step 102 and attempts the process
If the
the allowed number of retries, the
process is
an error codeD is returned at 117, If
the
Mode did not indicate PHONE at 113. the
moves to step 118 where an error code=2 is
One of the first functions a user needs to do is record the
VOIce
cellular
'Ihis
may
the transmitter to a
standard analog telephone line using either of the two R111
connectors provided, and then connecting a local telephone
hcUldset to the second connector. The user then takes the
handset off the hook, waits Illr the dial-tone, and then dials
any
other than "0" to break the central office
dial-tone. The user now presses and holds a Function
to select the type of voice prompt to be r{'("nrriNi
the user may press "F 1" to record a guest prompt,
"F2" to record a server prompt, or "F3" to record a manager
prompt, with "F4"
reserved for other types of voice
prompts.
The transmitter then
the prompt using
When the
is
the telephone handset
released, the prompt is
through the handset for
user verification. The user can then
the phone.
silence after
the CO allows up to 1
breaking the dial-tone, thus
time to record
the voice
the voice prompt may be recorded using the
feature. A menu is selected which
the telephone
'"i,wl'"·,, into a state
for the line to
Once a ring
is detected, the interface seizes the line cUld
a tone
indicating that the user should begin recording
new voice
prompt. Once the user stops speaking for one second, the
interface
the processor to
look at the
recording
routine is shown in FIG. 6. The voice-prompt recording
routine is entered at step 121, and at step 122, an off-hook
detection is
The user may, for
up
the local
and press "1" or any other
than
"0" on the
to break the dial-tone with the central
ofllce. If an off-hook condition is not detected, the process
moves to step 130 where the process is complete. and the
returns to the keypad poll state. If an off-hook
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1

9
condition is detected at 122, the process moves to step 123
where the user answers and a tone is
At 124, it is
determined whether an
on the transmitter.
If not, the process waits illr an
to be pressed. When an
F -key is pressed and held. the transmitter begins l,,,.Vl'UH.t)',
the
of voice prompt indicated
the F -key
the
"""~IH"H''''' handset
As
at step 126, the
transmitter will continue to record until the
IS
released. The process then moves to step 127 where the
and the prompt is
back
10
is
the handset for user verification. At step 128, it is determined
whether any
If not, the process wai ts for a
to be
the process moves to step
129
whether an F -key has been
returns to step 125 and 15
voice prompt indicated by the
is not
at 129, the process moves
to step 130 where the process is
cmd the
returns to the keypad poll state. The user can then hang up
the local handset at any time.
20
The system is capable of distinguishing bet\lveen guest
for
and for staff
pagers and staff
cial wide area
For wide area
pagers and
telephones, the system dials out an
appropriate telephone nmnber to efiect the page.
In the scenario of a restaurant. where guests are waiting
for tables, the hostess
greets guests at a stand or
lectem and determines from the guest whether the guest has
a wide area pager or a cellular telephone that can be used to
the
that a table is ready. Ifthe
chooses not
to use
wide area pager or cellular
or does
not have one, the hostess
the guest with an onThe hostess then indicates to the
which type
device will be utilized, and,
the keypad 13 or display screen 12, enters either an ID
pager, or the
telenumber for an
phone number for the
wide area pager or cellular
telephone along with any required PIN. The control processor then
the hostess with an index number to refer
back the
guest when
a page.
In this scenario, it is preswl1ed that a guest arrives with a
cellular
The hostess presses the eEl.!.
and
number in the system. The
the index lllmlber 501. AJTernalClV,:IV
issues, for
next guest may have a wide area
When the hostess
presses the WAP
and enters
wide area pager telenumber, the index number 251 may be issued. A third
guest may then arrive and not have a pager or a cellular
The hostess then provides the guest with an
pager, presses the PGR
and enters an ID
for the
pager. The system may then
issue the index number 1.
To page a guest, the hostess enters the index nlUl1ber of the
pager, wide area pager, or cellular telephone,
the enter
If the
device is an
pager, the
transmitter takes the RF
section out of
and transmits the local page. The RF
section is placed
when complete. Wide
or cellular
by the prClcessc,r
hostentered by
ess. If the optional WSU 50 is utilized, the WSU autodials
the
number and
a wireless call to the
customer's wide area pager 28 or cellular telephone 29. If
the WSU is not present. the wireless relay transmitter 30
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transmits the wide area
number or cellular telephone
number to the wireless
receiver 40 connected to the
modem/ADU/PSTN/PLMN interface 15
another part of the restaurant. The PLMN interface
seizes a secondary telephone line such as a fax line. and
autodials the stored
number. This is followed
an
or a
voice or text
If the call is
improperly
or busy, CIT tones are detected, or an
discOlmect occurs. the transmitter makes additional
attempts to complete the call.
Thus, for restaurants in which the
station does
not have a nearby
the present invention either
calls the customer
a WSU 50, or sends the customer's
number by wireless link to the modem/ADU/
PSTN/PLMN interface 15 located near a
to
using a
line such as a ficlx
the page, the present invention does not tie up the restaurant's
line.
f'l'O"'OJtl<o'uembodiment of the present invention has been described herein in terms of an
restaurant
system, it should be
that the
invention may be utilized for other purposes in which a
service or product supplier needs to contact a customer. For
example. the invention could be implemented in an autoWhen a customer's car is
and the
mobile
at the
the system may page the
customer
an
the customer's
wide area pager, or the customer's
telephone. If the
customer is waiting elsewhere, the
may page the
customer
the customer's
area pager, cellular
or landline
at the customer's home or
office.
It is thus believed that the operation and construction of
the
invention will be apparent from the for'eglJlllg
While the system and method shown
described has been characterized as being
it will
be
that various chcmges and modifications
therein without departing from the scope of
the invention as defined in the
claims.
What is claimed is:
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individual

system that selectively pages an
pager that operates
a wide

area pager that operates
system, said system comprising:
a control processor that selects whether to page the
individual through the
f'"<OHH,"" pager or the wide
area pager;
an
radio
transmitter connected to the processor that pages the
pager when instructed by the processor; and
means connected to the processor for dialing out a telelllUl1ber of the wide area
for
the
individual through
system when instructed by the nr()"""Clr
means for
out is conn,ecled
a wireless link, said wireless
U';l,el'l1CHlC; number from the processor to the means for
out, said wireless link including:
a wireless relay transmitter connected to the processor;
and
a wireless relay receiver cOlmected to the means for
dialing out.

1
of claim 1 wherein the
number includes means
pha-l1Ulncnc message to the

cellular telephone when instmcted
wherein the means for
out a
is connected to the processor with a wireless link, said
wide area pager.
wireless link transmi tting the telephone number from
3. The multi-mode
the processor to the means for dialing out, said wireless
link including:
transmitter connected to the processor;
a wireless
number is a wireless
and
a wireless
call
receIver connected to the means for
a wireless
to the wide area pager through the Public Land Mobile 10
out.
Network (PLMN) and the wide area
13. The multi-mode
system of claim 12 wherein
5. A multi-mode
system that
the mellilS for selectively dialing out a telephone nmnber is
individual through either an lIll-VlICl1111''''
a wireless subscriber unit (WSU) that
a wireless call
that operates only with an
to the wide area pager through the wide area
system,
a cellular telephone. said system ,",Ul111JU'''HO'
15 or to the cellular
the Public I ,and Mobile
a control processor that selects whether to page the
Network
individual
the
pager or the cellular
an individual
14. A method of selectively
of
paging
mechanisms.
said method
an
radio frequency
transmitter conthe steps of:
nected to the processor that pages the
20
storing in a memory device, an indication of a paging
pager when instmcted
the processor; and
mechanism for each individual to be paged;
means connected to the
fiJr
out a telean input from a user to page the individual;
telephone
instmcted
phone number of the
the processor, wherein the means for dialing out a
retrieving.
a control processor, the indication of a
'<Ol'''VllU11<'' number is connected to the processor with a 25
mechanism for the individual to be
link, said wireless link
the telethe control processor, which of the plumechanisms is to be utilized to page the
out, said wireless
individual;
a wireless relay transmitter connected to the processor;
an
the individual
30
and
system upon determining that the
paging
a wireless
receiver connected to the means for
system is to be utilized to page the individual:
out.
a wide area pager number to a telephone inter6. The multi-mode
system of claim 5 wherein the
the individual through a wide area
face cmd
means for dialing out a telephone number includes means
system upon
that the wide area
for sending a pre-recorded announcement to the cellular 35
system is to be utilized to page the individual;
llild
7. 'Ibe multi-mode
of claim 6 wherein the
a telephone number to a telephone interface and
means for
a
announcement includes
the individual on a
upon
means for
a pre-recorded voice announcement to the
that the telephone is to be utilized to page the indicellular telephone.
40
vidual.
8. Tbe multi-mode
of claim 6 wherein the
15. The method of selectively paging an individual of
pn~-rlec()rdled announcement includes
means for
claim 14 wherein the step of
the individual on a
a pne-r,ec()fdled text announcement to the
means for
',,",,~,h".n" includes
a
announcement to
cellular telephone.
9. The multi-mode
of claim 6 further 45 the individual when the individual answers the
16. The method of
an individual of
comprising means for
signal sent from
claim 15 further ,"VIHV""110
the cellular telephone in response to
lliillouncement.
10. The multi-mode
of claim 5 wherein the
pre-recording a plurality of amlOuncements; and
mecms for dialing out
to a ±1clcsimile line.
selecting one of the
announcements to play
11. The multi-mode paging system of claim 5 wherein the 50
when the individual answers the
to the
means for dialing out a
number is a wireless
subscriber unit
that
a wireless
call
17. The method of
an individual of
to the cellular telephone
the Public Land Mobile
claim 16 wherein the
one of the preNetwork
recorded announcements includes relaying an announce12. A multi-mode
system that
pages an 55 ment number to the telephone interface.
individual through an
pager that operates
18. The method of
an individual of
with an
system, through a wide area
claim
17
further
a
response
sent
that
only with a wide area
or
from the
in response to the announcement.
a
telephone, said system ,",UUlI"""llt<.
19. The method of selectively
an individual of
a control processor that selects whether to page the 60
claim 14 further comprising, before the steps of relaying a
individual on the on-premises pager, the wide area
wide area pager number and
a cellular '~"~P.''''H~
pager, or the cellular telephone;
number to a
interface,
step of
an
radio
transmitter conwireless communication link between the processor and the
nected to the processor that pages the
65 telephone interface.
pager when instmcted
the processor; and
means connected to the processor for
dialing
out a telephone number of the wide area pager or the
* * * * *
!"I"nil"n"

